TRENDS

2021

Introduction
Shown: Bridgeton laminate ﬂoor, Kasai color

This trendy guide has been
put in place to help you
during an important time,
which is the renovation or
construction of your home.
With the objective of acting
as a guide in your various
projects, we inform you of
the latest trends.
We look forward to assisting
you at all stages of your
adventure!
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Shown: Hyper ceramic, Taupe colour

This year, Pantone is offering not one, but two colors
of the year. Respectively, the Ultimate Gray and the
Illuminating Yellow. Through this alliance of color,
Pantone seeks to spread a message of hope for the year
to come. A synonym for benevolence, these tons conﬁrm
that the combination of two completely distinct
elements can create a warm and optimistic whole.

Pantone
2021

Of course, this new concept is a nod to the uncertain
situation we are currently experiencing, and Pantone
wishes to share strength and resilience. These warm and
inspiring shades will brighten up our decor as well as our
souls to get through the situation of a global pandemic.
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Shown: Armada II laminate ﬂoor, Comet colour

Shown: Gemma 30 vinyl planks, Cedar Pure color

Often avoided by several specialists in recent years,
accessories and tone-on-tone coverings interior designs
are extremely present this year. Neutral tones, mostly
beige hues, are found in the trendiest decors.

Shown: Equipe Rhombus ceramic, White & Light Grey color

Shown: Koru ceramic, Apple color

Say Yes to
Tone-on-tone!

Bright white and gray
have been replaced by
beige, champagne and
off-white. These versatile
and warm colors can be
used in many places in
your home as part of
your ﬂooring, paint and
accessories. Do not
hesitate to layer several
shades of beige, it’s very
stylish!
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Natural Materials,
Everywhere.
Natural materials are on everyone’s lips and ﬂoors this year. People are looking for
a warm and inviting living space and raw elements create this type of atmosphere.
These are reﬂected by pale matte hardwood ﬂoors.

Shown: Rodum ceramic, Perla colour

These natural materials can also be deﬁned using ceramic that mimics
natural stones or slate. This year, we are looking to highlight raw component
interior designs, which include ﬂooring and furniture, as well as deco items.
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Shown: Hardwood maple Nuance Grade, White 009 colour

Shown: London Brick wall covering, Bianco colour

This year more than ever, we are rediscovering our house. Slow Deco is a new
trend that aims to slow down our pace and the related expenses.
Slow deco prioritizes a clean and minimalist style. Rethink your space in terms of
utility and necessity. Forget about unnecessary deco items as well as eccentricity
and concentrate on the essential.

Adopt the Slow Deco!
Shown: Bevo vinyl planks, Volcano colour

Watchword this year,
neutrality. Beige is
making a marked
comeback in our decors
and yes, this subtle and
timeless shade has not
had its last word.
In addition, as we seek
to prioritize natural
materials, the return of
terracotta is a must.

Shown: Rebel ceramic, White colour

The Return
of Terracotta.

Terracotta is present in diﬀerent ceramic styles and recalls earthy
colors by its magniﬁcent brown and reddish hues.
Available in diﬀerent types of flooring such as ceramic, laminate
and vinyl, these products will coordinate perfectly with your
beige, white, brown or black accessories.
Shown: Rebel ceramic, Bronze & Night color

As a result of their large size, XXL formats create a
smooth appearance and a feeling of openness which
gives your home a sumptuous effect. Large format
tiles or planks provide a clean, sleek and modern
aesthetic. They can also blend in well with traditional
decor or even be installed in smaller spaces to make
them visually larger.

Large Formats,
A Remarkable Impact
for Your Living Spaces.
Shown: Hyper ceramic, Silver colour

Larger size materials are available in a variety of
substrates, including wood and porcelain.
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Unique and Inviting
Home Oﬃce!
Now a norm, having a home office
is necessary for most people.
Why not create a peaceful and
comfortable space to work long
hours in the comfort of our
residence.
On the wall where your desk is
located, add wall covering or even
wall tiles, to create a distinctive effect
and make this room inviting.
Shown: Nolita wall covering, Grey color

Shown: Timewood ceramic, Smoke colour

Mediterranean Style,
Travel from Home.

As there will be fewer trips this year, why not change
the scenery to travel from home. The Mediterranean
style is currently trendy and gives you the opportunity
to add a little overseas touch to your decor without
undertaking major renovations.
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Shown: Overlay ceramic, Juta colour

Change Your Decor on a Budget, It’s Possible!
Being more than ever in your home, you continually need renewal.
Check out our low-budget alternatives to quickly revamp a room.
• The use of accessories is often underestimated. Change the sofa
cushions and whole new look is born before you know it.
• Add a colorful area rug to create a whole new vibe in your room
• Change your curtains for blinds, get more light in bonus.
• You prefer curtains! No problem, change model and color, then your
room will ﬁnd a fresh perspective!

It’s always interesting to play with accessory colors and tones to change
the room atmosphere completely and easily.
Shown: Storm ceramic, Dark colour
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